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Abstract

Reducing the size of the hypoxic zone in theGulf ofMexico has proven to be a challenging task. A variety
of mitigation options have been proposed, each likely to produce markedly different patterns of mitigation
with widely varying consequences for the economy. The general consensus is that no single measure alone
is sufficient to achieve the EPA Task Force goal for reducing the Gulf hypoxic zone and it appears that a
combination of management practices must be employed. However, absent a highly resolved, multi-scale
framework for assessing these policy combinations, it has been unclear what pattern of mitigation is likely
to emerge from different policies and what the consequences would be for local, regional and national land
use, food prices and farm returns. We address this research gap by utilizing a novel multi-scale framework
for evaluating alternative N loss management policies in the Mississippi River basin. This combines fine-
scale agro-ecosystem responses with an economic model capturing domestic and international market and
price linkages. We find that wetland restoration combined with improved N use efficiency, along with a
leaching tax could reduce the Mississippi River N load by 30-53% while only modestly increasing corn
prices. This study underscores the value of fine-resolution analysis and the potential of combined economic
and ecological instruments in tackling nonpoint source nitrate pollution.

Introduction
Widespread and intensive agricultural activity has resulted in large amounts of nitrogen (N) leaching from
soils [1, 2]. Elevated N levels in streams and rivers causes a spectrum of challenging problems including
biodiversity loss and threatened human health [3]. Nutrients transported through the Mississippi River basin
have been blamed for what are referred to as the "dead zones" (low oxygen water) formed in the Gulf ofMexico
[4, 5]. The largest hypoxic zone measured since 1985 was 8,776 square miles in 2017 (US-EPA Hypoxia Task
Force). Reducing this size to an acceptable level by 2035 will require at least a 45% reduction in the N load
exported by the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers [6, 7].
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It is widely recognized that there is no silver bullet for resolving the wicked problem of nonpoint source
water pollution in the Mississippi watershed [8]. To achieve the 45% nutrient reduction goal, in-field nutrient
management must be combined with edge of field measures as well as downstream nutrient removal practices
[8, 9, 10, 11]. While agronomic and environmental management techniques to control and remove lost N
have advanced, there is limited evidence that existing policies are effective in facilitating the adoption of these
techniques [12, 13, 14]. The programs to promote improved water quality in the US have been found to be
largely inefficient as the incremental cost for water quality protection has exceeded the incremental benefits
[15, 12, 16]. The low efficiency is often attributed to the failure to identify the proper value of N effluent mit-
igation. The uniform value assumed in current policy design does not reflect the spatially varying marginal
cost of mitigating water quality damages [17]. Quantifying this cost is challenging in practice because non-
point source pollution is often not measurable. Without knowing the site-specific biophysical and ecological
characteristics of N leaching, economic instruments cannot be efficiently deployed.

Our paper overcomes these problems by estimating key biophysical relationships between corn production,
N fertilizer use, and nitrate pollution based on the fine-scale, agro-ecosystem model Agro-IBIS [18, 19, 20].
These biophysical relationships are built into a grid-resolving economic model dubbed SIMPLE-G-US-CS.
This model embeds a fine-scale analysis of the continental US within a global economic model, thereby al-
lowing for a linkage to be established between grid-cell specific interventions and national and international
markets for corn and soybeans, as well as N fertilizer and other inputs. Policy-induced, market-mediated
spillovers are found to be an important part of the economic consequences of nutrient mitigation strategies.
More details about the SIMPLE-G-US-CS model can be found in the Materials and Methods section as well
as in the Supporting Information Appendix. Using this integrated framework, we compare the effectiveness of
various policies to reduce nitrate loading in the Mississippi River basin and the spatial patterns of mitigation.
Four individual policies as well as various policy combinations are examined, including: (A) an N leaching
tax, (B) improved N use efficiency, (C) controlled drainage (the use of adjustable, flow-retarding structures
placed in the drainage system that allow the water depth to be adjusted), and (D) wetland restoration. Among
them, policies A&B are nationwide, while C&D are constrained by the feasibility of the practices [21, 22].

Results
No single mitigation strategy alone is sufficient to achieve the Hypoxia Task Force goal
of reducing the N loading in the Gulf of Mexico by 45%
Among the four policies explored, wetland restoration appears to be most effective, reducing leaching by 15-
43% (Figure 1). A tax rate of one dollar per ton of leaching (strategy A) that boosts the average cost of N
fertilizer to corn farms by 28.9% reduces N fertilizer use by 5.7% and total leaching by 8.8%. Improving
N use efficiency by 10% through enhanced placement and fall-spring split application, which increases N
fertilizer productivity in our model (strategy B), reduces leaching from corn production within the Mississippi
River basin by 9.9%. Controlled drainage (strategy C) has a stronger impact overall, reducing N leaching by
12%. However, when combined, wetland restoration, along with a leaching tax and increased N use efficiency
(strategy A+B+D) can achieve nearly two-thirds of the 45% reduction goal. This would represent a great
improvement over the current situation. Furthermore, depending on the feasibility of establishing effective
mitigation wetlands in the absence of tile drainage, this reduction could be much larger (43% alone in strategy
D* and 53% combined in strategy A+B+D*).

Crop output falls in almost all cases because of the higher input cost associated with the rising N fertilizer
price in strategy A, control system installation and maintenance costs in strategy C, and wetland construction
and foregone cropland in strategy D. The exception is strategy B where more efficient fertilizer use reduces
the application by 6.1% while slightly increasing crop output. The composite corn-soy price increases by no
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more than 3% regardless of the scenarios due to the modest change in crop output. The sum of the individual
scenarios is greater than when they are implemented in concert, indicating the presence of interactions.

Figure 1: Changes in nitrate leaching, N fertilizer use, and crop output (in %) associated with strategy A (a
leaching tax), strategy B (improved N use efficiency), strategy C (controlled drainage), strategy D and D*
(wetland restoration), and the combination of these strategies. Strategy D assumes wetland is constructed
only where tile drainage is already installed, while strategy D* is not subject to this constraint.

The spatial pattern of N leaching reduction varies across strategies
Although total mitigation across the four individual strategies considered here is comparable, the spatial pat-
tern of the leaching reductions can vary widely depending on the policy (Figure 2). The amount of mitigation
is relatively consistent over the US Corn Belt under strategies A and B, as these are both policies that are not
tied to specific locations. Such a feature also limits the market-mediated leakage. This is in marked contrast
to the patterns associated with strategies C and D, policies that are contingent on local conditions [21, 22].
Controlled drainage policies are only possible in locations where tile drainage is currently employed. And sim-
ilarly, in our analysis, wetland restoration is also limited to locations where hydric soils are present. Therefore,
while aggregate mitigation is comparable across these four strategies, N leaching mitigation per grid cell is
much higher in the heart of the Corn Belt where controlled drainage andwetland restoration aremore prevalent.
These two policies also exhibit much higher N removal rates in general, compared to the first two strategies
[10].

However, conservation systems like controlled drainage and wetland restoration require farmers to incur
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additional costs that reduce profitability and curb output on adopting farms1. Furthermore, wetland restoration
removes land from production, although some lands are intentionally retired due to their low productivity2.
As a result, output on the adopting farms is likely to be reduced, thereby boosting corn prices, leading to
output expansion and potentially additional N leaching elsewhere. This leakage effect can be seen from Fig-
ure 2 where leaching around the fringes of the Corn Belt rises under strategies C, D and D* in response to
higher corn prices. Because there is little tile drainage in these fringe areas, less of this increased leaching will
contribute directly to the hypoxia problem in the Gulf of Mexico, but it could result in groundwater contam-
ination. Nevertheless, the amount of reduction strongly outweighs increases in less intensive cropping areas.
By combining policy D* with A and B, it is also possible to eliminate the policy spillovers that arise when
either D* is implemented alone (Figure 2, policy D* vs. A+B+D*).

Figure 2: Change of N leaching by grid-cell under strategies A, B, C, D, D* and A+B+D* (in metric tons per
grid-cell). Negative value indicates leaching reduction.

1We assume that farmers are responsible for half of the costs for controlled drainage and wetland installation and maintenance.
2Following Marshall et al. [23] and Christianson et al. [24], we assume that treating 100 acres of cropland area in strategy D* (or 100

acres of tile-drained cropland land in strategy D) requires 0.5 acre of restored wetland plus 1.75 acres of wetland buffer.
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The most effective leaching reduction policy varies by location and by state
The gridded results reported in Figure 2 allow us to identify the single practice among the four that yields
the largest leaching reduction (in terms of tons) at each location. This is depicted in Figure 3, which shows
that controlled drainage and wetland restoration are the most effective policies across most of the Corn Belt,
except for the western edge where improved N use efficiency is more effective. Outside of the Corn Belt,
the leaching tax stands out as most effective, especially in the Eastern US. This stems from a combination of
factors, including high N leaching intensity, reduced prevalence of tile drainage and relatively lower marginal
productivity of N applications. (See Figures S2 and S3 in SI Appendix.)

Since environmental policies are typically set at the state or federal level, not at the level of individual grid
cells, we also report state level mitigation potential for the four strategies, as well as combined approaches in
Figure 4. The top ten states that produce 80% of the corn and soy output in the US use 83% of N fertilizer and
account for 80-85% of total leaching reduction under strategies A and B, and almost all leaching reduction
in strategies C and D. Controlled drainage is quite effective for Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, and Ohio
where tile drainage is extensively used [25]. Wetland restoration is also quite effective in most of the Corn
Belt. However, due to the presence of market-mediated spillover effects, these policies result in higher N
leaching rates in those states without potential for controlled drainage and wetland systems. Not surprisingly,
policy combinations can dominate individual policies, and this difference is particularly pronounced in Iowa,
Illinois, and Minnesota.

Figure 3: The most effective single policy that yields the largest N leaching reduction (in terms of tons per
grid-cell) identified at the grid-cell level.

Half of the total reduction in leaching originates from a small set of locations. Target-
ing hotspots of N leaching would make N leaching mitigation policies more efficient
Substantial reductions of N leaching are spatially concentrated in locations with large corn acreage, intensive
N fertilizer use, and/or highly effective conservation practices. We find that, across all four practices, 50%
of the mitigation is contributed by just 10% or fewer of the (total 48,317) grid cells, and the associated crop
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Figure 4: N leaching reduction by state and by mitigation strategy. X axis shows N leaching reduction by state
(in 1000 metric tons).

output reduction is small (5% or less) (Figure 5). The locations of these top-mitigating grid-cells are shown in
the supplementary materials (Figure S9). While representing just 10% of the grid-cells, these top-mitigating
locations cover 39.4% of corn-soy area and produce 38.8% of the corn-soy output in the US. They account
for 42.5% of N fertilizer use and generate 46.7% of N leaching among all US corn-soy production according
to our baseline data. Mitigation in the absence of edge of field practices such as wetland restoration and
controlled drainage requires more dramatic rate reductions to achieve the same level of mitigation (Figure 6).
Under strategies A and B (individually or combined), cutting back N use by 10% yields approximately 15%
of leaching reduction (filled and empty red and orange dots clustered between the 2:1 and 1:1 ratio lines in
Figure 6). Wetland restoration and controlled drainage are more efficient in terms of requiring less reduction
of N application per unit of N leaching mitigation achieved (empty blue and green dots clustered around the
25:1 ratio line in Figure 6).

Discussion
The novel, multiscale framework used in this research has allowed us to identify location-specific N leaching
mitigation potential as well as the market-mediated spillover effects of policies. The latter arises when the pol-
icy interventions boost corn prices while depressing N fertilizer prices, thereby inducing increased leaching in
untreated grid cells. Similar leakage effects associated with spatially targeted environmental policy interven-
tion have been well recognized in the deployment of deforestation policies [26, 27] and air pollution policies
[28], but the relevant literature is sparse in the context of water pollution. We find that these spillover effects
can be significant, particularly in the case of wetland restoration where cropland is removed from production.
Spillover effects depend on the cost sharing between farmers and the government. The higher the farmers’
burden, the greater the increase in costs and the larger the ensuing output reduction, thereby leading to greater
market-mediated spillovers. Of course, the magnitude of these spillovers will depend on the specifics of the
policy implementation, including the extent of wetlands, the size of surrounding buffer zones, co-payments
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Figure 5: Y axis shows the percent of total N leaching reduction (left panel) and cumulative change in crop
output in percentage terms (right panel). X axis shows the percent of the number of grid cells. Grid cells are
sorted descending by their level of mitigation, the order for which varies by policy. Dotted dashed horizontal
line indicates 50% of total N leaching reduction.

required of farmers and adoption rates.
Previous studies have also identified wetland restoration as a promising policy option [29, 30]. This begs

the question: Why have these not been more widely adopted? The literature suggests that many factors could
affect farmers’ adoption decisions. In addition to self-identification, environmental attitude, previous adoption
of conservation practices, farm size, soil quality [31] and land tenure [32], one widely shared concern is
over the adverse yield impacts from N use reductions [33]. A recent paper by Roy et al. [14] (county-level
analysis) lends some support to this concern by showing that many Midwest counties are still below the N
input break-point beyond which crop yield plateaus or declines. However, our analysis, building on the Agro-
IBIS model (grid-cell level analysis), finds only a modest output response to N use reduction. The resulting
national output reduction is fairly small, no more than 2% regardless which strategy is followed. Assessing
this concern requires more understanding about site-specific N balance, N breakpoints and local production
technologies.

The significant differences in mitigation patterns associated with the individual policies will have impor-
tant consequences for the amount of nitrate actually reaching the Gulf due to differential N transport through
the Mississippi River basin [32]. In future work it will be important to connect this multi-scale analytical
framework with hydro-ecological models capable of routing excess nutrients through the ecosystem.

Materials and Methods
SIMPLE-G-US-CS is a variant of the SIMPLE-G family of models [34, 35] that has been used to study
agriculture related sustainability issues. This corn-soy focused model shares many features in common with
the SIMPLE-G-US model [35] but focuses on just two crops - corn and soybeans, given that corn is an N
intensive crop and often rotates with soybeans. Like the other models in the SIMPLE-G family, SIMPLE-G-
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Figure 6: N leaching reduction versus N use reduction (both in %) by state. Dash lines represent the ratio of
the two at 25:1, 3:1, 2:1, and 1:1. Flatter lines indicate more reduction of N application required to achieve
one unit of leaching reduction, thereby potentially more disturbance to crop output.
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US-CS is a grid-resolving global partial equilibrium model, which captures both the local response to larger-
scale policy shocks as well as the aggregated local feedbacks to the regional, national, and global economies.
The corn-soy model advances the general SIMPLE-G framework by introducing grid-cell level parameters
estimated from an agro-ecosystem model Agro-IBIS [18, 36, 20]. Details of the two models as well as the
coupling of the two are explained in the supplementary materials.

Four individual policies are considered in our experimental design to study the impacts of different mit-
igation strategies. Strategy A considers a leaching tax to increase the cost of N fertilizer application. The
final cost is determined by the nationally uniform N fertilizer price ($/ton of N), as well as the product of a
nationwide tax rate of $1/ton of N leached and the leaching intensity (ton of N leached / ton of N applied)
that varies by location depending on the ratio of leaching to fertilizer use (Figure S2). After being adjusted
by the leaching intensity, the tax imposes a high penalty to the heavy polluters. Their profit margin will be
affected directly by the leaching tax and indirectly by the adverse yield impacts of less N fertilizer use. Unlike
strategy A that reduces N use and thereby leaching via higher input costs, strategy B achieves the same goal
with nationwide implementation of in-field best management practices (BMPs such as precise N application)
in order to increase the efficiency of N fertilizer by 10%. Strategy C and D instead focus on locally feasible
BMPs - controlled drainage and wetland restoration. Both practices yield spatially varying leaching removal
rates that are determined by local conditions such as water runoff, tile drained area as well as soil and vegeta-
tion characteristics etc. These strategies do not affect N fertilizer use directly but remove the pollutant before
it enters a stream. Methods to derive the seasonally and spatially varying N removal by controlled drainage
and wetland for tile-drained areas are documented in the supplementary materials.

Acknowledgement
We acknowledge support from the USDA-AFRI, grants 2016-67007-24957 and 2019-67023-29679, an NSF-
CBET INFEWS/T2 grant 1855937, and an NSF INFEWS/T1 grant 1855996.
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Supplementary Materials
A: Agro-IBIS model
Agro-IBIS is a comprehensive model of land surface and ecosystem processes that simulates Midwest US nat-
ural vegetation (forests, grasslands) and corn, soybean, and wheat agroecosystems, including terrestrial C and
N cycling. Crop yields and N loss from the field are determined by agricultural management, environmental
stresses on crop development and water balance. Agro-IBIS simulations for corn, soybean, and winter wheat
were performed across a 5min by 5min (approximately 8km by 8km) spatial grid across the CONUS. A land
maskwas created to only simulate grid cells that hadmore than 1% cropland areawithin them based on datasets
produced by Ramankutty et al. [37] and available for download from http://www.earthstat.org/. This
land mask led to 87,590 grid cells simulated by Agro-IBIS.

All scenarios are a “restart run” of 60 years in length using a transient time series of climate and weather
for the 1948-2007 time period based on the a daily gridded (5min by 5min) climate dataset [38]. Simulations
build upon a spin up simulation that spanned 357 years, which was necessary to bring soil biogeochemistry
(e.g., coupled C and N cycling) to an equilibrium state. From 1650-1849 natural vegetation was simulated in
every grid cell. From 1850-1924, unfertilized continuous winter wheat was simulated across all grid cells.
From 1925-2007 continuous corn was simulated, with fertilizer inputs consistent with the previous Donner
and Kucharik [20] datasets from 1945-1989, and a switch to http://www.earthstat.org/ fertilizer and
manure 5min gridded data for N commencing in 1990. During spin up years from 1650-1947, the 60-year
daily climate dataset was “recycled” so that the year 1650 was actual weather year 1948, sequentially stepping
through all years in sequence, and then restarting from the beginning when reaching the end of the time series.

While the last 60 years of the restart runs were 2008-2067 in model years, they actually denote climate
years of 1948-2007. The first 10 years of the output data is discarded due to a new equilibrium needing to be
reached after restart runs commence. Thus, the last 50 years of each simulation can be used for assessment
purposes and denote the actual timeseries of climate/weather from 1958-2007. NASA GISS estimates of
changing atmospheric CO2 from 1650-2007 were used to parameterize Agro-IBIS simulations. During the
simulations that approximated contemporary conditions, atmospheric CO2 concentration was held fixed at
391 ppm.

The following logic was used when applying N to cropping systems:

• For continuous corn, N from mineral fertilizer and manure was applied at the planting date.

• For corn/soybean rotations, N connected to soybeans in the EarthStat.org datasets were applied after
fall harvest of soybeans, with N for corn applied at springtime planting date.

• For continuous winter wheat, 33% of N was applied at time of fall planting, with 67% of N applied on
the following January 1.

• For scenarios that represented varied N applications with optimum irrigation practices, a threshold of
50% plant available water [(actual VWC – PWPVWC)/(FCVWC – PWPVWC)] in the top 60cm of soil
was used as the trigger in every grid cell. VWC denotes “volumetric water content”; PWP = permanent
wilting point; FC = Field capacity. Irrigation was applied during a nominal 6-hour event to a grid cell
and assumed that a maximum daily amount applied is 50mm. Irrigation was only applied to corn phase
of rotations and was only turned on when corn was actively growing.

The following suite of simulations were performed with Agro-IBIS:

1. Rainfed, continuous corn with varied levels of N fertilizer and manure applied (0, 20%, 60%, 80%,
90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, 140%, and 180% of optimum)
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2. Continuous corn with optimum irrigation (50% plant available water threshold) and varied levels of
N fertilizer and manure applied (0, 20%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, 140%, and 180% of
optimum).

3. Rainfed corn/soybean rotation, with varied levels of N fertilizer and manure applied to corn (0, 20%,
60%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, 140%, and 180% of optimum).

4. Corn/soybean rotation with optimum irrigation (50% plant available water threshold) and with varied
levels of N fertilizer and manure applied to corn (0, 20%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, 140%,
and 180% of optimum).

5. Rainfed continuous winter wheat with varied levels of N fertilizer and manure applied (0, 20%, 60%,
80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, 140%, and 180% of optimum).

6. Continuous corn with optimum fertilizer across a continuum of irrigation threshold changes (0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 available water content to trigger an irrigation event).

7. Corn/soybean rotation with optimum fertilizer across a continuum of irrigation threshold changes (0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 available water content to trigger an irrigation event).

B: SIMPLE-G-US-CS model
Main structure of the model

SIMPLE-G-US-CS is a global partial equilibrium economic model focusing on grid-specific crop productions
and agricultural inputs use. It is a special version of the SIMPLE-G-US model [35] but includes two crops
- corn and soybeans. At each grid cell, crop production follows a multi-nesting output structure shown in
Figure S1. Each nesting represents a production function with the constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
form. The nesting structure differs at the bottom layer between irrigated and rainfed production. For irrigated
crops, irrigation water is combined with irrigable land to produce a land-water composite, which is further
combined with non-land inputs (e.g. capital and labor) to produce an augmented land input that is finally
combined with N fertilizer to produce the ultimate crop output. The N fertilizer application rate data was
provided by Lark et al. [39].

The parameters designated by the sigmas are the elasticity of substitution between the two inputs within
each layer. A larger value of sigma indicates easier substitution between inputs. When the use of one input is
restricted by policy or natural constraints, the other input from the same layer will be used more if the elasticity
is large. As a result, the impact on output will be smaller because of the more flexible production technology.
The production function including cost shares and substitutability of inputs is unique for each grid-cell.

The demand for crop commodities is driven by biofuels production, population, and per capita income.
The equilibrium for sluggish and semi-mobile inputs including cropland and water is established at the grid-
cell level; while the markets for mobile inputs such as labor and capital are cleared at the regional level. More
descriptions of the SIMPLE-G-US model can be found in Baldos et al. [35] and Sun et al. [40].

Nitrate leaching module

In order to link nutrient management practices and policies to crop production, a N leaching module is added
to SIMPLE-G-US-CS. The grid-specific leaching response (kg of N leaching per ha) to N fertilizer application
rate (kg of N applied per ha) follows a quadratic functional form to reflect the non-linear relationship between
nutrient application and leaching. The coefficients of the quadratic function are estimated by fitting a transfer
function through the N application and leaching outcomes simulated by the Agro-IBIS model. The ratio of the
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Figure S1: A schematic of the supply side of SIMPLE-G-US-CS model.

leaching response (kg/ha) to N fertilizer application rate (kg/ha) ranges between zero and one. We define this
ratio as ‘leaching intensity’. A higher leaching intensity indicates a larger proportion of applied N fertilizer
that is lost in the stream. Figure S2 visualizes the leaching intensity (ranges between 0 and 1) for irrigated and
rainfed corn production based on the baseline data that we constructed for the leaching module. The density
plot shows that both intensities follow some normal distribution. The leaching intensity concentrates around
0.2-0.5, indicating that for most grid-cells 20% to 50% of the N fertilizer applied will be lost. On average, the
leaching intensify for rainfed practice is higher than that of irrigated.

This leaching intensity plays a key role in determining the "penalty" for polluting, as explained by Equation
1. In our model, the leaching intensity (θg) incurs an additional cost (θg × tr), which adjusts the uniform
leaching tax tr (in $/kg of N leaching) such that the grid-cell with a higher leaching intensity (i.e. the "leaky"
soil) faces a higher N fertilizer cost. Although both the market price of N fertilizer and the leaching charge
are uniform nationwide, the leaching intensity varies by grid-cell, driving the grid-cell level heterogeneity in
the actual cost of using N fertilizer.

PN,g = PN,r + θg × tr (1)

where r indicates country, and g indicates grid-cell.
How much the leaching "penalty" could affect farmers’ decision of cutting back N fertilizer application

depends also on the marginal product of N fertilizer, i.e. the additional output that yields from one more
unit of N fertilizer application, as shown in Figure S3. The marginal product of N fertilizer use determines
the optimal amount of N fertilizer to be applied. At a certain location, this marginal product declines as N
fertilizer application increases, because of the diminishing marginal productivity of inputs. In the absence of a
leaching tax, farmers apply fertilizer to increase crop yields up to an equilibrium point where marginal output
revenue equals marginal cost, as long as the amount of N fertilizer application has not reached the N fertilizer
breaking point (the application rate beyond which crop yield declines). With leaching tax, the equilibrium
is achieved at a lower level of N fertilizer application where the marginal product of N is higher in order to
match the higher unit price of N fertilizer application. A larger marginal product of N fertilizer indicates a
greater loss of crop output per unit of N fertilizer use reduction, thereby more sensitive yield response to the
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Figure S2: N leaching intensity (between 0 to 1) for (a) irrigated and (b) rainfed crop production, computed
based on the ratio of leaching rate (kg/ha) to N fertilizer application rate (kg/ha) [39]. Figure S2-(c) in the
panel shows the density plot of the N leaching intensity for irrigated and rainfed production.
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leaching tax. Figure S3 shows that this marginal product of N fertilizer is typically higher in eastern side of
the fringe area than in the western side. That explains why leaching tax appears more effective than nutrient
management in the east of the US (Figure 3 in the main text).

Figure S3: Marginal product of N fertilizer measured by the increased output associated with an additional
unit of N fertilizer use. Unit is tons of crop output per additional ton of N fertilizer use, evaluated at the grid-
specific N fertilizer application rate provided by the baseline data. For example, the grid-cell of a value of 20
means that one more ton of N fertilizer use that costs $210 (at model baseline price) yields 20 more tons of
crop output that values $535.6 (at model baseline corn price of $26.78/ton). Maps show the marginal product
of N under (a) irrigated continuous corn, (b) rainfed continuous corn, (c) irrigated corn-soy rotation, and (d)
rainfed corn-soy rotation.

Model validation

We validate the model by comparing observed and simulated changes over the period of 1990-2006. The
strategy is to target an end year crop price and let the model endogenously determine how much the quantity
variables need to change in order to achieve the targeted price. Then we compare the simulated changes with
historical data to make sure they agree reasonably well at least at the national level. The focal variables for this
validation process include the harvested acreage of corn and soybeans, the quantity of N fertilizer application,
and the quantity of corn and soybeans output. The 1990-2006 time horizon is selected based on several
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considerations. Some data required for this validation exercise are only available from circa 1990 but not
earlier. From the modeling point of view, SIMPLE-G-US-CS is more suitable for mid- to long-term than for
short-term projections. Finally, we have sought to avoid the years characterized by unusual market movement
caused by e.g. extreme weather and policy changes. For example, one important development relevant to
N fertilizer use is the soaring price of natural gas in the first decade of the 21st century and in the year of
2021. Because energy prices are not determined by the model, this change in fertilizer price is considered as
an external shock to the baseline. A similar argument applies to technological change that increases the total
factor productivity of agriculture during this period, which is also treated as an external perturbation to the
system.

C: Agro-IBIS and SIMPLE-G-US-CS coupling
Transfer functions

Using the simulated yield outcomes at the various N fertilizer rates provided by the Agro-IBIS model, we fit a
Gompertz function to these data points at each grid-cell. These fitted curves, defined as "transfer functions",
translate the Agro-IBIS output into a univariate relationship between crop yield (fg , kg/ha) and normalized N
fertilizer use (n, N application rate in kg/ha), shown in Equation 4:

fg(n) = ag × e−bgc
ng
g (2)

where f() is the normalized production function, n is the fertilizer application rate N
L in kg/ha. Parameters

a, b, c were estimated by fitting the Gompertz function. Coefficients a, b, c, as well as f(n) and n all vary by
grid-cell and therefore index over g (indicating grid-cells). The values are unique for each of the 48,317 US
grid-cells in the SIMPLE-G-US-CS model.

Derive the elasticity of substitution from a normalized production function

According to Ferguson [41] (page 97, Equation 5.2.18), the elasticity of substitution between N fertilizer and
land σLN can be expressed as a function of F (output), FL and FN (the first derivative of output with respect
to land and N fertilizer input respectively), and FLN (the second derivative of output with respect to land and
N fertilizer).

σLN = FL × FN

F × FLN
(3)

where L indicates the harvested area of crops in hectares and N indicates N fertilizer application in kg. All
elements in the equation are grid-cell specific. We omit the grid-cell notation ‘g’ for simplicity. In order to
utilize the crop yields (kg/ha) and Nitrogen fertilizer use (kg/ha) provided by Agro-IBIS model, total output
is broken into cropland area L and yields f(n), where n is the N fertilizer application rate N/L in kg/ha and
f(n) is the normalized production function shown in Equation 4.

F = L× f(N
L

) = L× f(n) (4)

The elasticity of substitution σLN in Equation 3 is then transformed to a function of f , f ′(n), f ′′(n) and
n.
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σLN = FL × FN

F × FLN
(5)

=
[f(n) − N

L f
′(n)] × f ′(n)

L× f(n) × (− N
L2 )f ′′(n)

(6)

= f ′(n)[f(n) − nf ′(n)]
−nf ′′(n)f(n) (7)

FL = f(n) + L× f ′(n) × (−N

L2 ) = f(n) − N

L
f ′(n) (8)

FN = L× f ′(n) × 1
L

= f ′(n) (9)

FLN = FNL = f ′(n) × 1
L

− N

L
f ′′(n) × 1

L
− 1
L
f ′(n) = −N

L2 f
′′(n) (10)

f(n) = a× e−bcn

(11)

f ′(n) = a× e−bcn

(−bcn) ln(c) (12)

f ′′(n) = a× e−bcn

(−bcn) ln2(c)(−bcn + 1) (13)

Given values for a, b, c, and n, one can evaluate f , f ′(n), and f ′′(n) based on Equation 11, 12, and 13.
Plugging f , f ′(n), and f ′′(n) into Equation 3 yields the elasticity of substitution σLN between N fertilizer
and augmented land inputs by grid-cell, as shown in Figure S4. The elasticity for irrigated production is
generally larger than that of rainfed production. Also the substitubability between N and land inputs is lower
in the heart of the Corn Belt.

Figure S4: Elasticity of substitution between N fertilizer and augmented land input for (a) irrigated and (b)
rainfed crop production.

D: Seasonally and spatially-variable Nitrate leaching function for tile-drained areas
Strategy C (controlled drainage) and D (wetland restoration) both require spatially varying constraints within
the SIMPLE-G-US-CS framework to represent differences in site suitability and practice effectiveness. This
section explains our methods to determine the feasibility and the effectiveness of N leaching mitigation of
controlled drainage and functional wetland restoration.
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Site Suitability

The data sources used to determine site suitability for controlled drainage and wetland restoration were the
2017 gSSURGO data from the Natural Resources Conservation Service [42], hydric soil data layer, and the
2015 Cropland Data Layer from the National Agricultural Statistics Service [43].

Controlled Drainage The potential area for implementation of controlled drainage (CD) for the Upper
Midwestern states (Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota and Wis-
consin) was estimated by Bob Dobos, Soil Scientist at the National Soil Survey Center. This product identifies
lands that are likely to be drained for crop production, on which controlled drainage would be economically
feasible. The 30 m resolution map identifies areas with: flat topography (slope 1% or less), soils that have a
high-water table during the growing season (saturated to 46 cm or less during the growing season using hydric
soil criteria), cropland and 15 acres or more of contiguous surface area (to represent economic feasibility).
The 30 m categorical dataset (suitable/not suitable for CD) was unprojected to a geographic coordinate system
and aggregated to find the fraction of each 5 minute grid cell that was suitable for CD.

WetlandRestoration The potential area for cropland that could be taken out of production and converted
back to a wetland land use was limited to land areas within theMississippi River basin that are currently farmed
with hydric soils. The 30 m categorical dataset (suitable/not suitable for wetland restoration) was unprojected
to a geographic coordinate system and aggregated to find the fraction of each 5 arc-minute grid cell that was
suitable for wetland restoration.

Nitrate Loss Reduction

The Agro-IBIS simulations of corn and soybeans provide two spatially-varying functions to SIMPLE-G-US-
CS describing N leached (kg/ha/year) vs. kg applied nitrogen and the corn equivalent yield (kg/ha/year) vs.
kg applied nitrogen. The N leached as predicted by Agro-IBIS can be considered the nitrate load without
controlled drainage (Scenario C) or into the wetland (Scenario D), and here we define spatially-varying ad-
justments expressed as a percent of the unmodified load (100 × Ladjusted/Loriginal).

Controlled Drainage Helmers et al. [44] synthesized field results from 14 sites in Ohio, Indiana, Illi-
nois, Iowa and Minnesota to evaluate the impact of controlled drainage on nitrate load, by season and by
USDA Plant Hardiness Zone. They found that there was no reduction in nitrate concentration with Controlled
Drainage (CD), so any reduction in Nitrate load was due to a reduction in drainflow relative to the Freely
Drained (FD) condition. The change in annual drainflow (CD-FD, measured in mm/year) was not statistically
different between Plant Hardiness Zones. However, the percent reduction in drainflow does vary by seasons,
and since drainflow seasonality also varies by location this can result in some spatial variation in estimated
annual reductions. Therefore, the CD volume was calculated as a function of monthly simulated FD volume,
with different CD ratios for each season, as shown in Table 1. Note that the values presented in Table 1 were
calculated based on the average drainflow reduction by season across all sites analyzed by Helmers et al. [44],
but the final paper reported median values, not means.

Table 1: Seasonal Controlled Drainage Ratio (CDR=CD/FD)
Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec
36.4 57.2 54.8 81.7
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The spatially-varying annual adjusted load as a percent of the original load from Agro-IBIS is therefore
calculated as:

LoadAdjustment = 100% ×
∑12

i=1 Qcl,i × CDRi∑12
i=1 Qcl,i

(14)

WhereQcl,i is the drainage rate from corn and soy for month i (m/day) supplied from monthly average depths
of subsurface drainage simulated by the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model [45] and CDRi is the
seasonal CD as a percent of FD from Table 1. The distribution of annual CD Nitrate load as a percent of FD
load estimated by Equation 14 is shown in Figure S5, along with observed reductions fromHelmers et al. [44].
Figure S6 shows the resulting spatial distribution of CD ratio values that were input to the SIMPLE-G-US-CS
model for Scenario C.

Figure S5: Estimated CDNitrate load as a percent of FD nitrate load along with aggregated observations from
Helmers et al. [44], in red.

Wetland Restoration A relationship describing Nitrate load out of the wetland (kg/ha, Lout,) as a func-
tion of wetland area was derived based on a tanks-in-series model. This analysis assumes that all water leached
from the root zone could be captured by a wetland. Hydraulic loading rate to a wetland is defined as:

hlri = qd,i

Aw
×Qcl,i =

(
1 − fw

fw

)
×Qcl,i (15)

Where, hlr = Hydraulic loading rate; qd,i = daily wetland inflow for month i (in m3/day) which is Acl ×
Qcl,i. Qcl,i is the drainage rate from corn and soy for month i (m/day) supplied from monthly average depths
of subsurface drainage simulated by the VIC model [45]. Acl is the area of subsurface drained corn and soy
contributing to the wetland and Aw is the area of wetland (both inm2). The ratio of wetland area required to
treat a given cropland area fw = Aw

Acl
, and a value of fw=0.005 was assumed for this work.
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Figure S6: Estimated CD Nitrate load as a percent of FD nitrate load from drained agricultural land based on
a seasonal percent reduction in drainflow.

The maximum drainage extent, Ad, was determined for each grid cell based on the fraction of the land
area in corn or soybean production based on the 2015 Cropland Data Layer (CDL) and a soil drainage class
of somewhat poorly drained, poorly drained or very poorly drained.

Crumpton [46] applied a mass balance nutrient model to evaluate the impact of agricultural treatment
wetlands across the Midwest that utilized a tanks-in-series model, as follows:

Co − Cb

Ci − Cb
=
(

1 + Ki

N × hlr

)−N

(16)

Where Ci is the inflow concentration, Co is the outflow concentration and Cb (g/m3) is the background
concentration and Ki (m/year) is an areal removal rate constant for month i. As we are interested in nitrate-
nitrogen, Cb is 0 [47]. N is the number of tanks in series, which is generally determined by calibration. For
higher values of N, the results of the tanks-in-series model collapses to that of the exponential decay model,
we utilized a value of N=1.

Ki will depend on the climate, soil, and vegetation characteristics of each individual wetland. For this
analysis, spatial variability due to seasonal temperature impacts on denitrification rates wasmodeled as follows
Tchobanoglous and Schroeder [48]:

Ki = kDeni × θTi−20 (17)

Where kDeni is the volumetric rate constant for denitrification (m/d), θ is a dimensionless temperature
rate coefficient, and Ti is the water temperature in °C for month i. For shallow wetland environments, we
will assume that the water temperature is equal to the air temperature, or 0 °C, whichever is larger. The theta
parameter (θ) has a range in values from 1.0-1.09 [49, 50, 46]. kDeni varies from about 0.09 m/day to 0.15
m/day [47, 46]. Value of θ=1.09 and kDeni=0.15 m/day were used, based on comparisons with observations,
as shown below.
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Figure S7: Comparison of the temperature-dependent Tanks-in-Series Model implemented using monthly
average drainflow and air temperature with N=1, θ=1.09, Kd=0.15 m/day and fw=0.005 (black dots) to ob-
servations from Ohio (red), Illinois (green) and Iowa (blue) based on data summarized by Crumpton et al.
[51].

As a conservative estimate of the potential load reduction due to wetlands, we assume that water losses
in the treatment wetland are negligible. The flow rate out of the wetland, on average, is equal to the flow rate
into the wetland, and the load equation is equivalent to the concentration equation:

Loi = Lii ×

(
1 + Ki × fw

N × (1 − fw) ×Qcl,i

)−N

(18)

Where Li is the leaching function from Agro-IBIS (in kg/ha/year). Assuming that the inflow concentration is
constant over all the months, the spatially-varying annual adjusted load as a percent of the original load from
Agro-IBIS for the tanks-in-series model is therefore calculated as:

LoadAdjustment = 100% ×
∑12

i=1 Loi∑12
i=1 Lii

= 100% ×

∑12
i=1

[
Qcl,i ×

(
1 + Ki×fw

N×(1−fw)×Qcl,i

)−N]
∑12

i=1 Qcl,i

(19)

Crumpton et al. [51] identified that HLR was a key variable in explaining the difference in Nitrate removal
rates for wetlands observed across Ohio, Illinois and Iowa, based on data from several other researchers [52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Figure S5 shows the observed outlet Nitrate load as a percent of influent load
from the synthesis by Crumpton et al. [51], as well as the simulated values for this study using the mean
monthly cycle (1981-2010) of drainflow depth from Lee [45] and observed monthly average air temperature
prepared by [61], both at 12.5 arc-minute resolution. Figure S6 shows the percent reduction values that were
input to the SIMPLE-G-US-CS model for Scenario D.
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Figure S8: Estimated effluent Nitrate load as a percent of wetland influent nitrate load from drained agricultural
land using the Tanks-in-Series Model with N=1, θ=1.09,Kd=0.15 m/day and fw=0.005
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Figure S9: Locations that contribute 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 100% of total mitigation under strategies
of A, B, C and D. Colors indicate the changes of N leaching as results of the N mitigation policies. Unit is
tons of N leaching per grid-cell. Negative values indicates N leaching reduction.22
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